MARY JANE ROAN, Cordell, looks out of Davis House window in Women's Quadrangle and tells boyfriend waiting below that he has only a short wait before she will be ready for Notre Dame game. All girls photographed for these two pages are newly arrived on campus and live in Davis House.

The Fresh Look

An unusually large group of freshman women enrolled at O.U. in September. Photographer John Crane visited one of their dorms and caught fresh, expectant quality of University novices.

Trying to keep up with University's rules is no easy job. Sidney Swinney, Pauls Valley, gets help from Davis House counselor, Dottie Henricks.

Loaded with Books; three coeds start first day of school. They are Nancy Boothe, Wewoka, Kay Royalty, Sapulpa, Norma Plato, Oklahoma City.
Caryl Simpson, Waurika, gets the final touch for a formal evening from her date. She's good example of the unsophisticated, natural freshman beauty.

Jamie Brown, Wewoka, got important call and is pleased by what caller is telling her.

Janie Johnson and Susanne Whitney, of Elk City, pare dress budgets by borrowing.

Nan Francis, Alva, can pick one of three escorts. Freshmen women appeared pleased when reminded that the ratio of male to female students was roughly three to one in the girls' favor.